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Tribe Falls to O's

Accused killer claims no memory
of shooting.
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Indians lose game one
of their series against
Baltimore
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Nation
Grand jury indicted Theodore
Kaczynski for mail bombing.
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The News'
Briefs
St. Aloysius to host
speaker discussing
organ donation
Paul Byrne will speak
Oct. 7 at 7 JO p.m. at St.
Aloysius Church on the corner of Clough and South
Summit Street. Byrne, who
will speak in the gymnasium, has appeared on
CNN's "Crossfire" and on
"Good Morning, America"
speaking on the issues of
physician-assisted suicide,
brain death and organ donation. Brian Lee, St. Aloysius
member, said the speech is
a chance for people to learn
things about organ donation
that few ever understand.
The speech is open to the
public and will include a
question and answer period.

Husband pleads
guilty to involuntary
manslaughter

MARIETTA, Ohio-A
man accused of fatally
shooting his wife has
pleaded guilty to a lesser
charge just before his trial
was to begin.
Cecil Sindledecker, 49, of
Marietta, pleaded guilty
Monday to involuntary
manslaughter. He faces
five to 25 years in prison in
the death of his wife, Lila,
58, on April 25. Sentencing
was set for Oct. 30.
Sindledecker was indicted in May on charges of
aggravated murder, mu -der and involuntary manslaughter for shooting Mrs.
Sindledecker in the head.
Sindledecker told authorities that he did not
mean to kill his wife. He had
said he was handling the
gun while intoxicated and
pointed it in her direction.
As a condition of the
agreement, Sindledecker
agreed to turn over his
wife's farm, house and
property to her adult children, Glenn Robertson of
Cocoa Beach, Fla., and
Sarah Smith of Hilliard.
Assistant Prosecutor Jim
Schneider said Sindledecker would have inherited the property had a jury
convicted him of involuntary manslaughter.
About 100 jurors had been
asked to report for jury
duty Monday to hear Sindledecker's case.

Highway patrol
finds Marietta man
three times legal
blood-alcohol level
at time of accident

MARIETTA, Ohio - A
man who died when his car
hit and killed a high school
girl tested nearly three
times the legal limit for alcohol at the time of the accident, the State Highway
Patrol said.
Aaron Scott Best's bloodalcohol level registered .288
percent on Sept. 21, patrol
Sgt. Bob Gochoel said Monday. The legal limit is .10
percent.
Best had Just left a party
when his car crossed the
center line on state Route 7,
north of Newport. He
forced one car off the road,
sideswiped a second and before his car hit head-on the
car driven by Amy
McKenna, 16, of New Ma
tamoras. Best and McKenna
both died instantly.
There was no evidence
that McKenna, a junior at
Frontier High School, had
any alcohol, the patrol said.
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Falcon football gear up for big game
with Toledo Saturday
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Wage increase
might reduce
working hours
Jay Young
The BC News
Students employed on campus
are receiving raises this week,
causing some tight budgets to
become even tighter.
Under federal law, the minimum wage increased 50 cents
Tuesday to $4.75 per hour. It is a
change most University departments did not count on when
budgeting last year.
Reva Walker, assistant director of Student Employment, said
there is no estimate on how much
the change will cost the entire
University, but each department
will have to use current budgets
despite the change.
"Either they might choose to
cut back on the student employees that they have or cut
back on the number of hours
each student works," Walker
said.
She said most departments will
have to make some kind of adjustment.
"Only a few departments have
taken the steps to increase their
wages, so their jobs won't be affected," Walker said. "The
majority of departments are effected."
Christopher Dalton, senior vice
president for finance, said, unlike the last time the wage increased, the University will not
be able to help individual departments.
"The last time we had enough
advance notice to build in some
help for the departments and
some flexibility in the budget,"
Dalton said. "This time we had
neither enough flexibility in the
budget or advance notice, so
there is not any general assistance."
Chris Miko, associate dean for
Library Services, said he is not
sure how the increase will affect

library employees and service.
"At this point we're not sure
what our response will be. We're
certainly not going to try and cut
service," Miko said. "We do rely
heavily on the student assistance,
and they do provide excellent
work. Any cutback that's driven
by the budget would certainly affect our service that we provide
here."
Miko said the change will cost
the library about $20,000 and Instructional Media Services about
$12,000. He said some money has
been reserved to handle the
switch.
"Since we planned our budget
beginning In July, we Toiew that
this bill was pending in Congress
at the time, so we received some
money and didn't allocate it until
we knew," Miko said. "We're going to allocate that money accordingly, but we don't think it is
going to cover the entire increase."
Jane Schimpf, associate vice
president of Auxiliary Services,
oversees both Food Services and
the University Bookstore. She
said Food Services will not be affected by the change because
employees there already receive
$5 per hour.
"The minimum wage increase
now is not going to effect us,"
Schimpf said. "We anticipated it
early. We knew they were talking
about raising the minimum
wage."
Though Food Services made
the change in June, Schimpf said
it cost $70,000 to make the adjustment.
Schimpf said the bookstore
should not have any trouble making the adjustment.
"We don't have a huge amount
of student employees there," she
said. "It's not major dollars for
them."

Raise the curtain

Shannon Workm*»Tkt BC Ncwa

Stepbannle Gearhart cowers in the mouth of the cavern during the dress rehearsal of the University production of "The Illusion.'' The performances will take place Oct. 2-4 at 8 p.m. and Oct. S at 2
and 8 p.m. In 411 South Hall.

Groups can really clean
up campus by adopting
Maureen Barry
The BC News
University organizations are
encouraged to participate in the
Adopt-a-Block program during
Homecoming week
The program is a service
project for Organizations to become Involved with the University community, according to
Misty Barman, 1996 homecoming
director.
Several clean-up days will take
place throughout the year,
however the days have not been
scheduled. Barman said.
Organizations, as well as offices throughout the University,
were invited to help with the
clean-up, she said.
Barman also said groups of

"It is important for
campus
organizations to get
involved with the
school and show that
they are school
spirited."
Patricia Dumminger
RMA vice president

agement Association, said RMA
plans to particpate because the
program is a great volunteer acitivity.
"It is important for campus organizations to get involved with
the school and show that they are
school spirited," she said.
Participants should meet in the
field north of Memorial Hall Oct.
9 at 4:45 p.m. The clean-up will
take place from 5 to 6 p.m.
Participants are Invited to return to the meeting place for a
volunteer party. The party,
which lasts from 6 to 7 p.m., Includes pizza and music provided
byWFAL.

students may be formed to help if
they are all available to help on
each clean-up day throughout the
The application should be
year.
Patricia Dumminger, vice turned in today at 330 University
president of the Recreation Man- Union.

Judge dashes Perot's debate aspirations
Harry Rosenthal
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A federal
judge frustrated Ross Perot's
hopes of sharing the debate stage
with President Clinton and Bob
Dole, ruling Tuesday that the
courts had no jurisdiction in Perot's dispute with debate sponsors.

Lawyers for Perot and another
presidential candidate, John
Hagelin of the Natural Law
Party, said they would appeal the
judge's dismissal of their cases
and ask the U.S. Court of Appeals
for quick action.
The first debate is Sunday
night.
Perot's complaint, said U.S.
District Judge Thomas F. Hogan,

"should be with Congress and the bate commission has broken fedregulatory framework it estab- eral law and asking that it be
lished." That means Perot must blocked from sponsoring the dedeal with the Federal Election bates if he is not allowed in. But
Commission in seeking to force FEC spokeswoman Sharon
his way into the debates from Snyder said the agency by law
which he has been excluded by must follow a complaint process
the private Commission on that cannot realistically be comPresidential Debates.
pleted by Election Day.
Perot already has complained
In declining to act, Hogan let
to the FEC, alleging that the de- stand the debate commission's

decision that Perot should be excluded because he didn't have a
realistic chance of winning the
election. In the most recent
CNN-USA Today-Gailup poll,
released Tuesday, Democrat
Clinton was favored by 57 percent of those surveyed. Republican challenger Dole by 32 perSee Perot, page three.
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Procedure specialist controller James Lot! demonstrates the ASDE3 digitized ground radar system
in the new air traffic control tower during a media tour at Chicago's O'Hare Field, Monday. The 260
foot tower Is the largest every built.

University President Sidney Ribeau will begin hosting a new talk
show on WBGU Channel 27 Thursday.
The new program will air every Thursday evening at 8 p.m. Ribeau,
along with several student co-hosts, will interview guests and have a
roundtable discussion on a broad variety of public affairs topics and
social issues.
Ribeau said the show will help him connect with the campus and
Northwest Ohio.
"The reason for the show is to better promote Bowling Green State
University as a resource for the region," Ribeau said. "We're going to
do that because it's essential if we're going to move the institution
forward."
Tim Smith, WBGU public relations director, said the show will feature the role students play at the University.
"This is an effort on the part of Dr. Ribeau to highlight students
and the work that students do at the University," he said.
Smith said the show will feature a new series of programs every
month. During the month of October, as Americans prepare to vote, a
series of programs will focus on "Leadership, Heroes and Role
Models in Contemporary Society."
Guests will include University faculty, students and local, regional
and state leaders in government, business and industry.

Opinion
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.etters to the Editor
Following from the Campus Lighting Audit that took place
on Monday evening, I wanted to offer some clarification on the
quotation chosen for the front page: "We have to be careful
about putting lights on the ground that will bother people while
they are trying to sleep". Having lived and worked In Residence
Life. I sympathize with the plight of on-campus students who
are often faced with obstacles to a peaceful living environment.
Bright lighting, excessive noise ana high traffic are but some of
the Issues that challenge their quality of life. I would not, however. Intend to Infer that these considerations should be prioritized above campus safety.
Having experienced personal safety concerns In the past. I
think a lot about how "safe" this campus is. This Is Important
because people — Including myself — do not learn, teach, mentor, work or administrate effectively If they don't feel secure in
their environment.
Following from this approach. I would strongly encourage
students, staff and faculty to prioritize public safety as a guiding principle in all future planning. Physical Plant. Campus
Security and the Grounds Department need to work together to
ensure that existing lights are well maintained and that trees
are trimmed to maximize their effectiveness. Further, the endless process to have campus lighting upgraded MUST be expedited. As I understand it, the funds (approx. $500,000) to complete this project are being released next week ... none too soon
if you ask me.
If you have questions or comments about campus lighting
Improvements, please contact Graduate Student Senate at 3722426. As Is always the case, I'd be happy to hear from you.
Janet K. Morrison
President
Graduate Student Senate

Starving in the name of perfection
" I always say beauty Is
only sin deep." Saki (H. H.
Munro)
Plato once said beauty resides in the eye of the beholder.
Perhaps this Is the bleeding
heart of the problem. Of all the
facets of women's oppression,
the beauty myth Is arguably
one of the most challenging
walls In exlstance. It shall be
my aim to expose the beauty
myth, and examine the detrimental consequences of this
form of oppression.
Throughout our nation,
women are constantly being
bombarded with conceptualized images and ideas of what
it means to be beautiful. Indeed, being beautiful has practically become synonymous
with being slim. Mary Plpher,
author of Reviving Ophelia, the
current bestseller about psychological and physical health
of teenage girls says: "Research
shows that virtually all women
are ashamed of their bodies. It
used to be adult women and
teenage girls who were
ashamed, but now you see the
shame down to the very young
girls -- 10, 11 years old.
Society's standard of beauty is
an Image that is literally Just
short of starvation for most
women." This implanted desire
to achieve an unnatural body
weight greatly endangers the
welfare of all women.

Pathetic. That is the word that describes how others feel
about Bowling Green State University students and for their
showing to this past Saturday's football game against Central
Michigan. Ashamed and embarrassed. That is how BGSU students should feel about themselves. The lack of school spirit
that exists here is one that should make each and every one of
us extremely ashamed and embarrassed. When BG has teams
that do awful and have a slump season, we bash the team. However, when we have teams that do extremely well, we show our
alrlt and support by not attending games. Is that not a joke? I
>o hear many people comment on how lazy BGSU students
are. Is this true? Do we want people to view us as being lazy and
pathetic? Well. If not. why do we keep proving to them that we
are? Let me ask you this: Is a 1:30 game really too early for you?
I don't know about you. but I don't know what's more fun than
waking up Saturday morning/afternoon after a fun Friday night,
getting together with a bunch of friends, partying before a football game, and then showing my support to a team and coach
that Is more deserving than any team this school has ever seen.
The next time you put on a sweatshirt of t-shlrt that has
Bowling Green on It, ask yourself if you truly deserve to wear
those letters and colors. You see, each time you put something
on with BGSU. Falcons, brown and orange, or even tell someone that you go here, you are showing something that you have
pride In — your school. So prove it.

Wolfe
It has been through recent
decades that heavy emphasis
has been placed upon sklnniness. Since 1979. Miss America
contestants have become so
dangerously thin that the majority now are at least 15 percent below the already lax recommended body welgnt. (Interestingly, that 15 percent Is
medically considered a possible
symptom of anorexia.) In the
past thrity years, the voluptuous size 12 of Marilyn Monroe has given way to the size
2's of Nlkl Taylor's and Tori
Spelling's.
As for the everyday woman
in our country, this produces
Incredible amounts of anxiety
coupled with depression in the
futile attempts to achieve the
"perfect body". "We see more
eating dlsoders for women and
girls these days than we did 10
years ago,"says Dr. Arnold
Anderson, a professor of psychiatry at the University of
Iowa, who specializes in eating
disorders. Even more tragic Is
the fact that these unnatural
concepts of beauty are affect-

ing young adolescents the
hardest. In a recent sociological study involving 100 fourth
grade girls showed that 80 of
them were either dieting or had
firevlously engaged In a diet
Wolf. 1991). However, this
study explained that each of
these girls already fell in a safe
and natural weight category.
In our nutritionally
starved country. 1-4% of high
school girls and college women
have been dlaglnosed with
anorexia or bulimia. Compare
this with the meager 0.5-1% of
girls who had anorexia or
bulimia In 1976. At Northwestern University. Illinois, according to the university health
ofilcals. bulimia is so common
among students that "the pipes
in one sorority keep getting
clogged because so many
people are throwing up in the
sinks." As for additional facts
and figures, chew on this:
?4"-142- The average
height and weight of an American woman.
5'9"-110- The average
height and weight of a modeL
33%- Percentage of American women who wear size 16
or larger.
80%- Percentage of dieting
women
20%- Percentage of dieting
men
50%-Percentage of women
on a diet at any one time.

50%- Percentage of 9-year
old girls who have ever dieted.
$10 billion- Revenues of
the diet Industry in 1970.
$37 billion- Revenues of
the diet Industry today.
33-23-33- Average measurements of a contemporary
fashion model.
Not surprisingly, there has
been a rapid rise in the implementation of 'quick fixes'. According to the American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons, the number of
girls 18 and younger getting
fiposuction rose from 472 to
511 from 1992 to 1995 (this is
th most recent data available).
Unfortunately, people are
poised like vultures to attack
Imperfection. Since the moment of birth, women have
been continually subjected and
enslaved to the beauty myth.
What this country needs Is a
revolution In our values, a redefinition of attractiveness that
broadens the parameters to Include all people. Until we do
so. women shall forever remain
Impotent to Invoke change and
break the shackles that hold
them down.
Jason E. Wolfe , a weekly
columnist, holds firm to the notion that true and lasting beauty
comes from within a person.
Reach him atJwolfe2 &bgnetfor
any comments.
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Campus sells sex, lies and audiotape

The barbarians are at the
gates, and they're giving away
free water bottles.
While walking home—
Tiffany Wendeln
Aaron Weisbrod
Kreischer Quad, that Is—late
Copy Chief
Entertainment editor
Sunday evening. I spotted them
preparing for the Invasion.
Anna Wahrman
Their mission was simple.
Blake Parkins
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor Make the mother of all demographic groups, college students. Into a machine with one
purpose: Buy. Buy magazines.
Buy automobiles. Buy with a
Jennifer Apt
Cathy Raidl
credit card.
By Monday afternoon, it
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel appeared as if the troops had
accomplished their mission.
Jeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
Dozens of my fellow students
stumbled out of the tents with
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
goofy grins on their faces and
bags of "free" goodies In their
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
hands.
There's more to this situation than the Visa Village
Copyright 1996 The BG Sews. Reprinting of any material in
barnstorming through our
this publication without the permission o/TheBC News Is strictly
backyard. This particular exprohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 ample is indicative of the
American Infatuation with priand Is published dally during the academic year and
Wednesday's In the summer.
vate enterprise.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
On paper, capitalism Is a
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
glorious thing. Prices are deterexpressed In columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
mined simply by calculating
those of The BG News.
Letters Intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, supply and demand. More Importantly, the consumer Is In
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and Univercontrol. If we. as a collective,
sity affiliation. If any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
demand more, price goes up. If
and all letters.
The BG News encourages Us reader to notify the paper of
we demand less, price goes
any errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
down. For business, the game
is survival of the fittest, a term
210 West Hall
borrowed from natural science.
Bowling Green State University
Those companies who do their
Bowling Green. OH 43403
utmost to serve customers
bgnewsl O b9nel.b9su.edu
prosper those who neglect the
customer go out of business. In
Penny Brown
Opinion editor
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Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

endling
In theory, capitalism
goes hand in hand
with democracy. The
power is with the
people, and we vote
with our dollars.
theory, capitalism goes hand in
hand with democracy. The
power is with the people, and
we vote with our dollars.
Unfortunately, we live In
the real world. Companies affect "our" demand curves. We
are inundated with advertising,
from television, to radio, to portable consumer villages.
Glance through the pages of
this newspaper and you'U find
at least a few Instances of the
word "sale".
A reasonable amount of
this Is necessary, of course.
Consumers need information to
make the rational choices that
economists Invasion. The media need advertising revenue to
stay In business.
There comes a moment In
time, however, when we need
to draw a line. Business has
Influenced our culture to the
point where our culture is

business. The two are nearly
Indistinguishable.
Capitalism as currently
practiced in the United States
resembles a strangling claw
more than Adam Smith's "invisible hand". Business and
business-like ways of doing
things are creeping Into common usage. Two areas that
have suffered under this
method of thinking are government and education. Our leaders are expected to "cut costs"
and "Increase output" instead
of 'provide for the poor" and
"educate children".
Chancellor Hairston of
the Ohio Board of Regents
feels so confident in using business metaphors that, despite a
healthy dose of negative publicity prior to her address at
President Rlbeau's inauguration, she used countless examples from the corporate
world to demonstrate her plan
for Ohio's future. Why
shouldn't she? Her speech was
Just another beautiful event on
the President's happy day. Any
significant opposition to Ms.
Hairston was probably lining
up for pre-approved credit
cards.
In one sense. I feel as if I'm
defending the Alamo. Most of
you reading this column probably agree with me. or at least
are able to pick out the flaws
my logic. The rest of the consuming world is lost, blissfully
unaware of their support of oligopoly. I only preserve my san-

ity by ignoring the countless
ways In which I. my peers, my
relatives, and my friends pander to corporate Interests. We
are all guilty, even the most
mlnlmallstic of us. Despite this
guilt. I am still saddened and
dismayed when I see walking
beer advertisements and students using cars to cut a whole
five minutes off of the morning
trip to classes.
Which leads us back to
Corporate City outside of
Kreischer Quad and their apparently successful attempt to
turn us all Into passive buyers.
I'm willing to bet the University
received some sort of payment
for allowing the various marketers to spoil my morning walk
to classes. Which is fine, you
might say. In a perfect world,
the money might even go to reducing tuition. And after all.
isn't this In accord with the
Board of Regent's plan to improve education?
To which I reply with a
deal. A contract. If you will. If
the University will treat me like
a human and a student instead
of a consumer. I will not only
gladly pay more tuition, but I
will make It well worth their
while in alumni contributions
down the road.
Mike Wendling is the
Wednesday columnist for The
BG News. Questions, comments, and credit-card orders
can be sent to mikewenObgnet
or 210 West HatL
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Accused killer claims
no memory of shooting
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A man accused
of killing three people during a
Dec IS shooting spree in a trucking company's office said Tuesday he feela like "a monster."
Gerald Lee demons, testifying
before a Hamilton County Common Pleas Court jury at his murder trial, said he went to TransContinental Systems Inc. in suburban Evendale that day to collect his paycheck and get a
weekend assignment to drive his
truck.
Instead, he said, he got into a
heated argument with a dispatcher, David Kreamelmeyer.
Clemons testified that Kreamelmeyer charged him and threatened to call police when Clemons
entered the office.
Clemons said he pulled out his
9mm pistol, but told jurors he did
not recall anything else that happened in the office.
"I don't really have any basis
for denying what happened I

can't remember any of it," Clemons said, sobbing when he
talked about the victims.
"I feel terrible," he said. "I feel
like a monster, like somebody
who has no conscience and no
control."
Prosecutors say Clemons knew
what he was doing when he
walked Into the company's offices and gunned down
Kreamelmeyer, 47, payroll secretary Christina Teetzel, 30, and
dispatcher Robert Kinney, 40.
But defense lawyers say that
Clemons, 54, of Cincinnati, went
into a rage during the argument
and lost control.
If jurors reject the defense
scenario, they could convict
Clemons of the most serious
charge - aggravated murder and recommend the death penalty.
Clemons testified that he
walked out of the building, saw
police officers and wondered
why they were there.
But police officer Sandra Sears

Left hanging

testified Monday that she remembers Clemons smiling as he
emerged from the trucking company that day.
Another officer, Jerome Gadzala, described Clemons as "very
calm, very cool and very collected." He said Clemons seemed relaxed at the police station.
Another prosecution witness,
Trans-Continental employee
Evelyn Dinkgrave, testified that
she overheard Kreamelmeyer
arguing on the phone less than a
half hour before the shootings.
Dinkgrave said she later learned
the argument was with Clemons,
who had failed to show up for a
Job the day before.
Dinkgrave testified that when
Clemons walked into the office,
she heard Kreamelmeyer shout
for help and saw Clemons pull a
gun.
"I dove under my desk," she
said. "I could only hear the gunshots."

Proposal snuffs smoking
Teen-agers with tobacco would spend time in class
The Associated Press

FINDLAY, Ohio - Forget about
smoking in the boy's room - or
anywhere in public
Under a proposed law, teenagers caught lighting up will
have to spend time in an anti-smoking class.
City Council was expected to
discuss the issue Tuesday night.
The proposal law would make
it illegal for minors to possess
cigarettes or other tobacco products.
Anyone caught violating the
law, would be charged with a
minor misdemeanor. They would
have to attend a two-hour class
about the dangers of smoking.
The class would be taught by a
local anti-smoking group known
as the Coalition for a Smoke-Free
Flndlay.
Upon completion of the class,
the charge of possession of cigarettes or tobacco products would
be dropped, and the teen-ager
would have no record.

Failure to attend the class
would result in the usual procedures for handling minor misdemeanors for juveniles. The
teen-ager would have a choice of
pleading guilty and paying a $50
fine or having the case heard before a Hancock County Juvenile
Court judge.
If they appear in Juvenile
Court and are found guilty, they
would be required to pay court
costs and still attend the twohour class.
The measure is supported by
anti-smoking groups and local
tobacco merchants.
"Our goal isn't to sell cigarettes to the youth of Flndlay,"
said BiU Wolf Jr., owner of Wolfies Snack Group. He said he
supports the proposal law.
Coalition President Rick Watson said the new law would "help
youths take this issue more seriously."
But some teen-agers on Tuesday were less than thrilled about
the proposal designed to curb

teen-aged smoking.
"I don't like the [proposed] law
at all," said Troy Shaw, IS, as he
stood outside Flndlay High
School. "If you smoke, it should
be your decision."
Curtis Bennett, 16, of Flndlay,
agreed.
"We have the right to smoke
whenever and however. It's my
life," Bennett said.
Angela Troutman, 16, also opposed the measure.
"They tell us what we can
wear. What we can do. What we
can say. Now they want to tell us
If we can or cannot smoke. We
have no rights," she said.
But Monique Howard, 16, of
Flndlay, said she supports the
proposal - even though she
smokes.
"If you're not allowed to buy
cigarettes, it's only right," she
said.
The teen-agers claimed they
could walk Into almost any store
in Flndlay and buy cigarettes.

Officers collide while escorting Dole
The Associated Press

EUCLID, Ohio - Two Cleveland police officers cycles collided around 10:40 a.m. on Interstate 90
were injured Tuesday after their motorcycles col- in Euclid, a Cleveland suburb. The officers were
lided while escorting Republican presidential can- escorting Dole from the Burke Lakefront Airport
didate Bob Dole to a campaign rally. Dole's lim- to the rally at the Lakeland Community College in
Kirtland.
ousine was not involved.
Don Dura, 52, and Brian Dorin, 39, suffered
Reeves said the officers were trying to stop trafbruises and scraps, and Dura also had a severe cut
on his forehead, said Cleveland police spokeswo- fic from entering the highway at an entrance ramp
when they swerved their motorcycles to avoid an
man, Detective Denise Reeves.
Dura was in fair condition and was held for ob- oncoming car and collided, she said.
Dole spent five to 10 minutes with the officers at
servation Tuesday night at Meridia Euclid Hospital, while Dorin was ti eated and released, said the hospital after the rally.
The Euclid police department is investigating
Mary Rose Sullivan, a hospital spokeswoman.
Dura and Dorin were injured when their motor- the accident.
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A woman swings from a tree as a part of her exercise program. She said she Is supposed to swing on
the tree for at least 30 minutes.

Mental patient pleads guilty
The Associated Press

DAYTON - A former mental
patient accused of threatening
the life of President Clinton has
agreed to plead guilty, according
to a plea agreement filed Tuesday in federal court.
Carroll Edward Quails, 32, of
Dayton, agreed to plead guilty to
one count of threatening the
president. In exchange, prosecutors agreed not to file any ad-

Continued from page one.

cent and Reform Party candidate
Perot by just 5 percent. There
was a margin of potential sampling error of plus or minus 4
points.
Exclusion from the televised
debates "makes It more difficult
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Signups begin Sept. 23
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Fred Hauer
Brian Perry
Sally Attia
Laurie Arsenault
Michelle Barth
Dawn Basham
Candy Bonnett
Jodi Brubaker
Angela Gasser

for us," Perot's running mate, Pat
He held out hope that the apChoate, said after Tuesday's de- peals court might be more symcision.
pathetic. "We always feared that
"At the same time it gives us a at the lower level we'd lose the
terrific issue and a great exam- case. Most decisions are made on
ple of how closed the political the appellate level," he said.
system has become and how outPerot was a participant in the
siders are truly excluded," he 1992 debates with Clinton and
added.
George Bush.

Semester, Summer
and Year Programs
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The Secret Service said Quails
has a history of mental-health
treatment and a criminal record.

STUDY
ABROAD

Houn: Sun -Thurl 33-°°g^
00pn^ 12am F»- Sa<3:00pm-2am

•Leam how to mix drinks
•Tips on how to be a good bartender

ington and shoot Clinton with a
homemade 9 mm weapon as Clinton was jogging.
However, Quails said he would
first give Clinton a chance to
leave the country or swing his
vote to Republican presidential
candidate Bob Dole, according to
the affidavit

Perot

RAIL BILLIARDS
Snacks
• 12 Pool Tables
• Billiard Supplies' Tournaments
• Video Games

ditional charges against Quails.
Quails faces up to five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine.
He was arrested In March at
the Dayton Mental Health Center
after a threatening call was made
to the Montgomery County sheriff's office.
According to an affidavit filed
by the Secret Service, Quails
called the sheriff's office, Identified himself, and said he planned
to ride his motorcycle to Wash-
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Checkers Pub -every Sun.Jues., and Wed.
9pm-1am
College Station- every Thursday 9pm-1 am
Campus Quarters (formerly M.T.Muggs)
every Friday starting Sept.6
v
9:30pm-1:30 am
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Unabomber suspect
receives indictment
tana to San Francisco and then
Jeffrey Gold
mailing it to Thomas J. Mosser's
The Associated Press
NEWARK, N.J. - A federal grand home in North Caldwell, NJ.
jury Tuesday indicted Unabom- When Mosser opened the packber suspect Theodore Kaczynski age, it exploded, killing the
in the 1994 mail bomb slaying of 50-year-old executive vice presian ad executive, giving pros- dent of Young & Rubicam Inc.
ecutors a second case that could
The bombing was the only one
carry the death penalty.
for which the Unabomber publicKaczynski has now been ly claimed responsibility. In a
charged in all three deaths at- letter published in The New York
tributed to the Unabomber and Times, he claimed that Mosser,
with eight bombings in six states in his former job as an executive
that left 23 injured over 18 years. with the public relations firm
The Berkeley math professor Burson-Marsteller, "helped
turned recluse was charged with Exxon clean up its public image"
transporting a bomb from Mon- after the Exxon Valdez spill.

Kaczynski, 54, was arrested by
federal agents at his Montana
cabin April 3.
He Is charged in California
with four bombings that killed a
computer store owner and a timber industry lobbyist and
maimed two professors.
The Justice Department said it
will prosecute the New Jersey
case after Kaczynski is tried in
Sacramento, Calif. Federal prosecutors in Sacramento and Newark have not said whether they
will in fact seek the death penalty.

Trial witness arrested
Police interrupt testimony with bench warrant
Dinah Wisenberg Brin
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - A former
prostitute who reappeared after
14 years to recant her testimony
against death row inmate Mumia
Abu-Jamal was arrested on the
witness stand Tuesday during
her cross-examination by prosecutors.
The arrest of Veronica Jones
on a bad-check charge outraged
defense attorneys. They condemned it as another example of
the witness intimidation they say
police and prosecutors have used
to railroad Abu-Jamal toward
execution for the 1981 slaying of
a police officer.
"It's brutal, it's coercive, it's
shocking," said Abu-Jamal attorney Leonard Weinglass. "It
shouldn't happen in a courtroom
in this country."
Jones had just testified that

she lied during Abu-Jamal's 1982
murder trial when courtroom
deputies arrested her on an outstanding bench warrant.
"You're going to lock me up
because I'm here?" she sobbed.
Then she grew defiant, telling
the prosecutor before she was
led away: "So that's all you had?
You think that's gonna make me
change my story? It's not."
Jones, who now lives in Camden, NJ., has emerged as a key
witness for lawyers appealing
Abu-Jamal's conviction and
death sentence.
Before her arrest, Jones —
trembling, crying, and at times
belligerent - testified that she
saw two other men running from
the crime scene, but changed her
story under pressure from
police.
Then a black activist and radio
reporter, Abu-Jamal was found,
wounded, a few feet from his own

gun and the dying Officer Daniel
Faulker.
Jones testified Tuesday that
two officers visited her in jail
while she was being held on an
armed robbery charge and offered to save her from a possible
10-year prison term if she
changed her earlier statement.
Because she was scared she
wouldn't see her three children
for 10 years, Jones said Tuesday,
she testified at Abu-Jamal's trial
that she saw no one leaving the
scene.
"I had to get this off my chest
while I can," Jones said Tuesday.
She said she did not come forward for 14 years, even during a
highly publicized appeal hearing
last summer, because she was
battling alcoholism and didn't
listen to the news. She said she's
been sober for nine months.

Ray Sikowrontk/Thc AiMclalid PitH
Deborah Shagena takes Merry Go Round Sugarfoot for a drive with her cart at Pipedream Farm
■ear Mount Clemens, Mich.

Iowa woman kills friend
to claim baby as her own
Greg Smith
The Associated Press

KEOKUK, Iowa - Klmmi Lynn
Hardy's own husband apparently
believed she was pregnant.
Neighbors, though, thought she
looked a bit too skinny.
The neighbors were right.
Hardy, 36, was charged with
murder Monday, accused of luring an acquaintance, Theresa
Lynn Lund, to her home, shooting
her to death and showing off
Lund's 6-week-old baby as her
own. She even threw a baby
shower for herself.
"She was always skinny and

then, lo and behold, she pulled up
one day in a truck and pulled out
a baby seat and brought it into
the house through the back
door," said Constance Garcia, a
neighbor of Hardy's.
Tammie Korschgen, a mother
of four who lives across the
street, said: "I knew she was
supposed to be pregnant. But I
saw her out in the yard - this was
in July - in shorts and a halter
top, and she didn't look pregnant
tome."
Hardy, who has an 18-year-old
daughter and two sons, ages IS
and 12, from a previous marriage, was jailed on $2 million

bail.
After the baby shower, an
anonymous caller told police
about a newborn who was too big
for his age. Police found the child
at the Hardy home on Sept. 18.
Hardy said she bought the baby
from someone out of state for
$3,000, but footprint records
showed the boy was Paul Lund,
born July 16.
According to court papers.
Hardy's husband of three
months, Robert Eugene Hardy,
told police that his wife shot the
34-year-old Lund on Aug. 28 in
their basement and hid the body
in a crawl space.
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Four Oriole home runs kill Tribe in game one
David Glnsburo
Associated Press
BALTIMORE - After the umpires showed up late, the Baltimore Orioles struck early and
never let, up.
Brady Anderson opened Baltimore's first playoff appearance
In 13 years with a leadoff homer,
BJ. Surhoff homered twice and
Bobby Bonilla added a grand
slam as the Orioles beat the
Cleveland Indians 10-4 Tuesday
In the opener of their first-round
AL playoff series.
Game 2 of the best-of-5 series
Associated PrciB
will be played Wednesday afterNagy argues a call with umpire
noon in Baltimore.
The Orioles, who set a major- Drew Coble.
league record with 257 home
Umpires from both leagues
runs during the regular season, threatened to boycott the
built a 4-1 lead in the opening playoffs unless Orioles second
three innings against the defend- baseman Roberto Alomar was
ing AL champions. After Cleve- immediately suspended for spitland got within a run, Bonilla ting in the face of umpire John
capped a five-run sixth with his Hirschbeck on Friday night.
first playoff homer in 14 games.
Replacement umpires were on
Manny Ramirez homered for hand in case the regulars stayed
the Indians, who led the majors away. The scheduled umpire
with 99 wins this season - includ- crew finally showed up, but their
ing seven in 12 games against late arrival delayed the start of
the game by approximately 20
Baltimore, the wild-card team.

minutes.
ankle by a hard grounder hit by
Alomar was given a five-day Kevin Seitzer.
suspension Saturday, but he apAn RBI single by Kenny Lofton
pealed the ruling. A hearing on got the Indians to 9-4 in the sevthe matter is currently scheduled enth, but Surhoff hit his second
for Thursday.
homer of the game in the bottom
Alomar was cheered by the of the inning.
majority of the 47,644 fans at
Anderson, who set a majorCamden Yards, but there as also league record by leading off a
a smattering of boos. He singled game with a homer 12 times durIn his first at-bat and finished ing the regular season, hit Nagy's
l-for-4 with a sacrifice fly.
1-2 pitch well over the right-field
Leading 4-3, the Orioles used wall in his first career postseatwo walks and a single by Ander- son at-bat leading off the first.
son to load the bases with one out
in the sixth. Alan Embree re■ Umpires decide to appear at
placed starter Charles Nagy and
gave up a sacrifice fly to Alomar the last minute. Page 8
before reloading the bases by hitting Rafael Palmeiro.
The Indians tied it on a home
Paul Shuey came in, and Boni- run by Ramirez In the second, but
lla sent a 3-2 pitch deep into the Surhoff restored Baltimore's
right-field seats to give Balti- one-run lead with a solo shot in
more a 9-3 lead.
the bottom half. Surhoff, like AnNagy (0-1) yielded nine hits derson, was making his first
and a season-high seven earned playoff appearance.
runs.
The Orioles made it 4-1 in the
Baltimore starter David Wells, third on a run-scoring double by
who beat the Indians twice dur- Palmeiro and a two-out RBI
ing the regular season, allowed single by Cal Ripken, playing in
four runs and eight hits in 6 2-3 his first playoff game since the
innings. The left-hander was reSee TRIBE, page Six.
moved after he was hit on the left

For Toledo, BG is measuring stick
Scott Brown
The BC News
TOLEDO - The loss of Wasean
Tait to a season-ending knee injury during the season opener
against Indiana cast a shadow on
the Toledo Rockets' season.
The Rockets have been working since then
to emerge from
that shadow,
however, and
three wins
later they are a
much more
confident team,
and the oncelofty expectations are rising
again.
Plnkel
Saturday's game at the Glass
Bowl against Bowling Green (7
p.m., WBGU-FM, WFOB-AM)
will allow Toledo to measure how
far it has come.
"It took a little while to adjust
because a lot of our stuff was
built around Wasean's strengths,
his speed and his quickness,"
Rocket quarterback Ryan IIuz
jak said of the Rockets' preseason AU-American candidate.
"Every game we've been able to
improve, and we hope to do that
again Saturday."
Tait entered the season with
3,478 career rushing yards, the
most of any other active player at
the Division I-A level. His loss
left a gaping hole in the Rocket
offense.
On top of that, two other tailbacks have been injured in the
last three games, leaving the
Rockets short of manpower at

the position.
"I think we've made a little
progress, but we are still not
functioning real well on offense,"
said coach Gary Plnkel, who
owns a 1-4 record against the
Falcons but is coming off a
season where the Rockets went
undefeated and won the Las
Vegas Bowl.
It was also a season that included a sound 35-16 beating of
the Falcons.
"We've had a different tailback
In there every single game, and
with that we just have to work
through it," Pinkel explained.
"There is nothing else we can
do."
Without Tait, much of Toledo's
offensive load has fallen on Huzjak, a senior who owns the
Rocket record for career passing
touchdowns. He has seven
touchdown passes through four
games this season, and only two
interceptions in his last 174 pass
attempts.
He was an All-MAC second
tearner a season ago.
"With our without Wasean, we
want to have balance offensively," Huzjak said. "We stUl want
the balance, just I think some of
the responsibility for making
some of the bigger plays falls on
me a little more than we did
when Wasean was back there."
Sophomore Justin Wooley will
likely start at tailback for Toledo
this week, becoming the fifth
different starter in five games.
He did rush for 121 yards on 25
carries in the win over Weber
State after coming in for injured
Sylvester Part on.

Associated Prcii
Bobby Bonilla admires his grand slam in the sixth inning.

C. Dues

R Huzjak

Volleyball loses
3 of 4 to Miami

ties for the offense."
Pinkel was cautiously optimistic about his defense, noting
there is still Improvement to be
William Sanderson
made.
The BC News
"I think we've Improved," Plnkel said. "We didnt play real well
Two familiar themes surfaced
[against Weber State], but I think
Kevin Kldd, the immediate for the most part I think we've in last night volleyball match vs
Miami, inexpierience and inconsuccessor to Tait, missed last improved as a defense.
week's game with a high ankle
"I think we haven't played our sistancy.
The powerful Miami Redskins
sprain but will likely play against best defensive game yet. I think
the Falcons.
we are even a lot better than we'- beat the Falcons last night 15-10,
10-15, 15-9, 15-1. The loss drops
The Rockets have a proven re playing."
Bowling Green to 1-4 in the MAC,
wide receiving corps for Huzjak
to throw to. Including senior
The Rockets look forward to 6-12 overall. Miami strengthens
Shawn Spriggs with 14 catches this game just as the Falcons do - its hold on first place in the MAC
for 207 yards.
as the biggest game of the at 4-0,11-4 overall.
"I just think that's when our
On defense, the Rockets have season, regardless of where it's
given up 20 points per game, al- played, records of the teams, etc. inexpierience shows up," BG
The fact that the two teams head coach Denise Van De Walle
though steady improvement has
been evident excepting Weber each come in with three-game said. "We're just not in synch
State's 24-point outburst Satur- winning streaks and are un- right now. Serving tonight was a
day. The Rockets needed a last- defeated in the conference could problem in breaking momentum.
We would work hard to side out,
minute touchdown to edge their make It all the better.
and then not be able to string
I-AA foes, 31-24 at the Glass
BowL
"Neither team could have won points."
Indeed the serving was off to"The defense has played really a game, but this game still means
well this year," senior inside so much because of the great night. The Falcons totaled 13
linebacker Craig Dues said. rivalry," Pinkel said. "It's a great service errors, including six
"Everyone basically knows what college football rivalry, and not from the hard hitting Heather
they have to do. We're pretty ex- just in this league. This could be Murphy. Murphy, a left side hitperienced, we just try to go out compared to the best In the coun- ter, did account for two of the
Falcons' six service aces.
there and create some opportuni- try."
Despite the outcome, Van De
Walle was relatively happy with
the team's performance.
"I really thought we were playing pretty good volleyball," Van
De Walle said. "We didn't block a
October 8, 1996
.
lot of balls, but we slowed down a
lot of balls. We did a nice job.
OLDE, America's Full Service DiscountBrokerSM,
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the stockbrokerage business.

Career Fair
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Had we been consistent and followed a little bit more of the
game plan and what we wanted to
do, I think we could have pulled
an upset."
As usual, Lori Hilton accounted
for the lion share of kills. She
nailed 20,10 more than next best
Heather Murphy. Hilton also led
the team in block assists with
four, and had one solo block.
"When we played well, we
played very well," said Hilton.
"But then our unforced errors
took us out of the game. We made
a few mistakes, and got down on
ourselves, and we never pulled
out of it."
Despite her team's win, Miami
head coach Carolyn Condit
wasn't entirely satisfied.
"I thought we were sluggish,"
said Condit. "We've been on the
road every match but one. We
just need to go back home and reenergize. We weren't very sharp
today, but we played when It
counted."
Last night, Bowling Green
started very well. They played
Miami evenly for the first half of
See VBALL, page Seven.

The Canoe Shop.
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Season
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1983 World Series.
It was the seventh time In the
history of the AL playoffs that a
team scored at least once In the
first three innings of a game.
Baltimore has done It three
times.
Cleveland closed to 4-3 in the
fourth when Sandy Alomar,
Roberto's brother, singled in a
run and Omar Vizquel hit a sacrifice fly. Notes: Orel Hershiser
(15-9) will start Game 2 for
Cleveland against Scott Erickson
(13-12). ... Nagy allowed more
home runs (two) than he did in 15
of his previous 16 starts. ... The
Orioles have scored 96 runs In 13
games (7.4 per game) against
Cleveland this year. They've
reached double figures four
times.
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Soccer drill pays dividends
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Continued from page Five.
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Kickers turn
the tables on
Eastern III.
A late goal by Chris Dore on
Sunday avoided a Falcon loss that
would have sent them to thenfirst four game losing streak
since 1990. A Steve Klein marker
in overtime enabled the Falcons
to transform the otherwise frustrating game into a win.
This time, it was the Falcons
battling from behind to get a win.
Coach Mel Mahler attributes a
large part of the success this
weekend to a practice drill devised by assistant coach Wade
Jean.
"Wade had devised a few practices last week where we were
down a goal or up a goal with ten
minutes to go," Mahler said. "We
either had to maintain the lead or
get back in the match. And it
probably couldn't have been
scripted any better. It was perfect timing as a training device
for that match."
Senior tri-captaln Joe Burch
agreed that the practices played
a large part in the success this
week. Burch said that the players
on the field just treated it like
another drill, and they found a
way to get it done
The Falcon victory was BG's
first match ever against Eastern
Illinois.

€DUCRT€D P€OPL€ VOT€!
Don't Miss Vour Chonce-Register to Vote B6FOR6 Oct. 7!
Come by the Union Foyer
on Thursday, Oct. 3
and let us register you!
Sponsored bv Groduote Student Senate, the Rfrican-flmefican
Graduate Student Association, and the College Republicans.

Put Some Excitement in
Your Sunday!
Join Us For An Afternoon of Theatre &
More!
Enjoy a delicious lunch at Cafe Shadeau
and learn backstage theatre.
Sunday
Oct. 13
12:00(noon)-1:45p.m.
Time:
2:00 p.m. Production
Where:
Cafe Shadeau,
902 E. Wooster, B.G., OH
Presentation:Meet directors and designers:
Born Yesterday

SOCCER

NOTEBOOK
Jim Tocco
BG News
Sports Writer

dly more aggressive than their
opponents, launching 209 shots to
the opposition's 135.

"You never know
what Xavier team is
going to show up from
game to game."
Mel Mahler
BG soccer coach

Falcons to invade Xavier

The Brown and Orange take
their 5-3-1 ledger to Cincinnati
this evening to square off against
Xavier University.
BG maintains a 4-0-0 record
against Xavier, including a 3-0
vicory last year at Cochrane
Field. BG has not visited Xavier
since 1982, when they posted a
2-1 victory. "You never know
what Xavier team is going to
show up from game to game,"
Mahler said. "They love to attack
... playing defense is not a concern for them ... they're just going to keep coming at you. And
their philosophy, basically, is 'if
you score three, we're going to
try to score four.'"
Xavier's philosophy has not
paid off for them so far. Their
record is 2-4-0 heading into tonight's game However, teams
that put pressure up front on the
Falcons have fared well early
this season.
"Teams that counter-attack
against us have had success,"
said Mahler. "The teams that
build the ball slowly up and try to
possess it, we do fine."
The Falcons have been decide-

Steve Klein broke the all-time
assist record for BG with the
primary assist on Chris Dore's
goal.
Klein also scored the gamewinning goal Sunday. The two
point-scoring plays bring Klein's
tally to 18 for the season.
Klein has been involved in 12
goals so far this year, the Falcons
have had 11 goals scored against
them.
We are family
Brothers Dave and Dan Kindl
both posted assists in Sunday's
game. They are one of two
brother combos playing on the
team this year. One of the others
Is Chris Dore, the freshman who
scored the tying goal Sunday.
Chris' brother is all-MAC
sweeper Tony Dore.
At least they aren't as confused
as the women's team from Willamette University, Ore. That
team features three pairs of
Identical twins.
Just one question, though:
Who's better, Dan or Dave?

Over 140 Tanks of Fish
All glass brand aquariums
20 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
29 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
55 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood

(419)874-6504 '

LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

22-9

Dine in only

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Rob Power
(9-1)
Prizes can be picked up at 204 West Hall

Golf team takes
third at Ferris
NOTEBOOK
Vince Guierreri
BG News
Sports Writer

Klein 12, Opponents 11

Perrysburg Aquarium

Only 15 Minutes from B.G.
420 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg
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$39.00
$54.00
$99.00
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The women's golf team
brought home a third-place
finish, the highest for the team
this year, from the Ferris
State Invitational.
The team finished with a
total score of 699-352^47 in
the field of 16 teams. Despite
the high finish. Coach Todd
Brunsink is dipleased with the
result, as are members of the
team.
"I don't think we played up
to our ability," Brunsink said.
"We were one of the 3 to 4
favorites to win the tournament, and we were 37 shots off
the lead."
Junior Amy Miller, who tied
for 15th place, thinks she
could have done better.
"We didn't play to our ability," Miller said. She found
two flaws in her performance.
"One day, it was hitting the
ball, the next day It was putting," Miller said.
The University of Toledo
won the tournament with a
score of 662-331-331.
Brunsink cited inclement
weather the first day of the
tournament, but said that the
weather wasnt the sole reason

for the performance.
"Conditions can dictate, but
not 21 shots," Brunsink said.
For the 36-hole Northern Illinois Huskie Classic this
weekend, Brunsink said the
main focus of practice will be
pitching and chipping.
"We have to become more
comfortable around the
green," Brunsink said. "We
haven't worked enough in
those areas."
The coach is concerned with
the team's upcoming performance as a unit, as only two
of five team members have
played the Oak Club of Genoa,
where the tournament will be
held.
"I think the team has the capability of finishing in the top
three," Miller said.

Men's Coif
Due to a ralnout, the men's
golf team played only 18 holes
of the 54-hole Eastern Kentucky University Colonel
Classic. They finished in a tie
for seventh place with
Youngstown State University.
The team of five shot 305,
good for IS shots off the lead.
Many unanswered questions
that existed before this tournament still remain, according
to men's golf coach Todd
Brunsink
"Because of the rain, we
didn't have a chance to evaluate," Brunsink said. "I still
don't have a feeling for who
belongs in the starting
lineup."

Toby's Party Oasis <
(State Liquor Agency)
1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.- Sat.
Fine wines
Spirits
Mixes

Beer
Pop
Party Supplies

'meeting all your
party needs!"

When:

Cost:

$12 (brunch & theatre)

For Reservations:
Call:BGSU Theatre 419/372-0527

At this price,
reservations
won't last!

It's time to sharpen your anatomy skills.

Nikki Tyler

XXX Video Starlet, Oct 7-8-9.
Kylie Ireland, November 4-5-6.
Enjoy 2 couch dances for the price of 1 every Tues.
Amateur Contest, Wednesday at 10pm.
Always open until 4am every Thur, Frl & Sat.
rrxhfc KAbb exp 10/12P

135S BvrneRd-Toledo'531 0079
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Tennis team to play at MSU invite
After a strong showing at the
Ohio Intercollegiates, the Bowling Green women's tennis team
is set to make Its first appearance at the three-team Michigan
State Invitational at East Lansing, Mich, on Saturday and Sunday.
Since there's just three teams,
BG, Eastern Michigan and host
MSU, the event will be played on
Just Saturday and Sunday.
This marks the first meeting
against the Spartans, while it will
be the second time the Falcons
see the Eagles (who were in the
BG Inv.).
Head Coach Penny Dean expects strong competition at the
invitational.
"Of the two teams, Michigan
State probably has the most

depth," Dean said of the invitational. "I would say Eastern's
WOMEN'S TENNIS
number one player [Jean Kan
suth, who won the number one's
at the BG Inv.] will probably be
the best player in the tournament There will be no easy
Michael Graham
matches."
BC News
Dean also hopes for improved
Sports Writer
doubles play as the team will be
working hard on that all week,
but Dean feels good about the
singles play.
"We have new combinations," team's play where the team
Dean said of the doubles, "They posted an aggregates singles rehave to work together. It normal- cord of 18-13 and a 7-7 doubles
ly takes more time. Doubles play mark, including 7-3 versus MidAmerican Conference opponents
has been up and down."
(3-0 versus Akron, 2-0 versus
Toledo, and 2-3 versus Miami).
Ohio Intercollegiate Notes
The Falcons posted six finishes
Dean
was pleased at the of fourth or better Including two

NOTEBOOK

runner-up finishes in singles
(Cindy Mikolajewski in Flight A
Singles and Erika Mix in D Singles) and one in doubles (Julie
Weisblatt and Beth Wilson).
Other high finishers were
Jenny Schwartz and Wilson
(third and fouth respectively in
Flight C) and the duo of Schwartz
and Cheung (sixth in Flight A
Doubles). Among some of those
wins include ones against Ohio
State (3-7 In singles) and MAC
favorite Miami.
"To get wins against Ohio State
and Miami, you have to be ready
to compete each match and you
must play a good match so I'm
real pleased with that," Dean
said.

Baseball will earn OSU matchup has
back its patronage title implications
Jim
Tocco
BG News
Sports
Writer
It's officially Autumn in America - time for the falling of
leaves, and time for 20 baseball
teams to give up the dream and
go home.
For eight teams and 250 million
Americans, this time of the year
is electric. There's an anticipation in the air - it's almost like
the deep breath before a scream.
It wasn't always this way. In
1994, the post-season was forgone
because the players and the
owners couldn't play nice. It was
the first time baseball had been
without a World Series since
1904.
For baseball's public image, it
was a disaster. Baseball was
already losing patronage to other
sports, such as football and basketball, and it didn't need such a
major blow.
In '95, the ticket and memorabilia sales were down about 20
percent from previous years.
Baseball was struggling, and
people wondered if America's
national pastime could live up to
Its name anymore.
The scars run deep, but they
heal with time. Besides, even the
most devout baseball boycotters
couldn't help talking last year
about the determined young Indians, or Greg Maddux's third
consecutive Cy Young award.
Many good things have happened to baseball in the past two
years, and the excitement is beginning to show again. Marge
Schott is out, exciting young rookies are in, and players and
owners alike are beginning to realize that, in the end, the game is
the most important thing. Who
could deny the power of the
baseball metaphor that was Cal
Ripken's 2,131st game?
With one week to go in the
American League's season, only
one team (The Indians) had clinched its division. Six teams had a

realistic shot at the remaining
three playoff spots. It was an incredibly exciting pennant race,
and it was an intregal step in beginning to make baseball back
into the conversation piece that it
always has been.
Baseball fans have a new set of
mysteries to wonder about, and
they will get the joy of watching
the questions reach their conclusions, and having new questions
arise.
Can the Yankees regain their
past glory and make it to the Series? Can the Orioles, with their
tireless ironman of the infield,
make it to the show? Can the Indians, back from a disheartening
loss last year, and now a year
more experienced, finally put it
together? Can the Braves, with a
title under their belts, fend off
complacency and win again? The
questions are numerous, and the
only thing more exciting than
posing them is watching them be
answered.

Dave Ivey
Associated Press
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. - Joe
Paterno says Penn State won't
have to play much better
against Ohio State than it did
against Wisconsin.
"Not much better," he said
Tuesday. "Much, much, much
better."
The No. 4 Nit tan y Lions (5-0,
1-0 Big Ten), who edged Wisconsin 23-20 on Saturday, are
on the road again this weekend
for a crucial conference battle
against the third-ranked
Buckeyes (3-0,0-0).
"Ohio State is one of the best
teams that I've seen in a long
time," Paterno said. "We're
going to have to play much,
much better for us to stay in it.
Even then we might not be
able to stay with them."
Paterno said he was not upset about being a 10 -point
underdog or about having
dropped one spot in the rankings. He said he was surprised, however, to be ranked
so high and to already be playing in a game with national
championship repercussions.
"That tells me that we're
either a little ahead of schedule or we are a little overrated. One or the other. I'm
not sure which," Paterno said.
"We are a better football team
at this stage than I thought
we'd be, though."
Ohio State, coming off a
29-16 victory at Notre Dame,
defeated the Lions 28-25 last
season at Beaver Stadium
when Eddie George scored on
a 6-yard run with 1:42 to play.
The Buckeyes survived a
season-high performance by
Penn State tailback Curtis
En is, who rushed for 146
yards.
Enis, who is averaging 137.5
yards per game this season.

"Baseball must be a
great game, if not
even the players and
owners can ruin it."
A. Bartlett Ciamatti
Former Commissioner of basebal I
Speaking of interesting stories,
what about Hideo Nomo's nohitter? A Japanese pitcher that
doesn't even speak English takes
Major League Baseball by storm,
and ends his rookie season with a
no-hitter in Coors Field, where
•ee balls have been known to be
hit over the fence. This year also
saw Roger Clemens, ten years
older and wiser, equaling his own
mark with 20 strikeouts in one
game.
Baseball is, after all, all about
conversation. It is that aspect
that makes baseball our national
pastime, and our favorite sport.
Baseball will earn its market
back.
Okay, so the players and
owners are greedy. Heck, we've
even just seen that even the umpires are stubborn. But don't expect to see that ruining the game.
The late A. Bartlett Giamatti
once said, "Baseball must be a
pretty great game, if not even the
players and owners can ruin it."
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said he is even better prepared for the rematch.
"I've lost 10 pounds and I've
increased my speed and my
stamina to be a four-quarter
back," he said. "I'm able to
read defenses better this
season and I'm more capable
of making adjustments."
Looking back at the Wisconsin game, Paterno explained
why he attempted a fake field
goal that resulted in a thirdquarter fumble.
"We had scouted Wisconsin
and they gave us a situation in
which we felt it would be
reasonably effective," he said.
"I wanted to get the seven and
hopefully put the game out of
reach and play some younger
people."
Paterno said he hadn't
changed his mind about the
new overtime rule even
though his Lions would have
needed an extra period if Wisconsin had made its 58-yard
field goal attempt as time expired.
"I don't like it," he said.
"One game last week went
three overtimes. You get on
television and the game's 3
hours and 15 minutes minimum. Now you put a couple of
overtimes in there? I don't get
paid by the hour.
"It's ridiculous. I dont see
any reason for it. I've played
three ties in 31 years," he said.
"It puts an extra hardship on
the kids and you are going to
start to get people hurt."
Penn State was fortunate to
escape the Wisconsin game
with no injuries.
Linebacker Jim Nelson limped out of the game early but
practiced on Monday. Guard
Jason Henderson, who suffered a broken right hand in
the Kickoff Classic, will not
play but has resumed practicing.
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Wendy Watkins and Lorl Hilton go for the block in the match against
Miami Tuesday evening.

VBALL
Continued from page Five.

game one, before the Redskins
managed to open up a small lead
and hang on for a 15-10 win. The
second game saw BG come back
from behind, to win game two
15-10.
In game three, Bowling Green
dug itself a early hole. At one
point, Miami held a 13-4 lead. The
Falcons came up short in their
comeback bid and lost 15-9.
Bowling Green just fell off the
table in game four. They were

PiWWW

one Lori Hilton kill away from
being shut out. Hilton's lone kill
made the score 15-1.
Aside from Hilton's 20 kills,
other BG highlights include:
Wendy Watkins 41 assits.
Heather Murphy's 10 kills and 13
digs and Keisha Wilkins eight
kills on 13 attempts fora .538.
This Friday Bowling Green
will take a short trip up 1-75 to
visit Toledo for a 7:00 match.
They'll take Saturday off, and
prepare for a two game home
stand the following weekend.
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PHI SIGMA KAPPA
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
!j President:
■*
'.<■
%
$
•••

Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Inductor:

?; V.P. of Rush:

|

Jim Strange
Randy Rothenbuler
Ken Curtis
Larry Menjerick
Greg Partin
Andy Kress

Brotherhood At Its BEST
BUSINESS RELATED MAJORS
YOUR IDEAS. YOUR
AMBITION.
YOUR ENERGY.
OUR TRAINING .
YOUR FUTURE.

The Bowl-N-Greenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Circuit City, the nation's largest brand-name consumer electronics
and appliance retailer, has excellent opportunities available in our
Financial Trainee Program at our Corporate Headquarters in
Richmond, VA. We have enjoyed significant financial success over
the years and we strongly believe our people are the very essence of
our business.
What does this mean for you? Responsibility, personal growth and
success, and your input and advice at all levels. The Financial
Trainee Program immediately entrusts you with substantial financial
and supervisory responsibilities. It is structured so that you work and
gain exposure to a wide variety of financial disciplines — from Cash
Management and Budgeting to Accounting and Corporate Finance.
You'll learn the dynamics of our Corporate environment, develop your
business and financial skills, and gain invaluable experience from the
best in the business.
If you're an ambitious, creative team player completing a four-year,
business-related college degree, check us out when we're on campus. It will be the best career move you can make.

PIZZA!
our pizza buffet includes your favorite varieties of pizza,
complete soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages

£*5.SO

■Hours: 4:30- 7:00 pm

v.v.v.v.

The Pheasant Room g

Spaghetti Buffet

ON-CAMrilS INIIRVIIWs
BOW! I NCI CIRI I N HNI\ I KM IV
OCTOBFR 9, 1996

your dinner includes allyou-caneat spaghetti with our
very own special sauce, tossed salad, potato,
dinner rolls, & butter.

oilin I'n mori' information

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

A limited number of positions are also available at our Marietta, GA
location. Circuit City is an Equal Opportunity Employer and promotes a drug-free workplace.

Hours: 4:30- 7:00pm

Meal Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am- 1:30 pm&4:30- 7:00 pm

P^^f Clip N"Sa^333Cl

CIRCUIT CITY

'
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In spite of themselves, umpires take the field
David Qlnsburg
Associated Press
BALTIMORE - Baseball umpires took the field for Tuesday's
playoff opener at Camden Yards
even though Baltimore second
baseman Roberto Alomar was
there, too.
Less than an hour before the
scheduled start of the postseason, umpires temporarily backed
off their threatened boycott over
last week's incident in which
Alomar spat on umpire John
Hlrschbeck.
Alomar was given a five-game
suspension but was allowed to
play pending an appeal. Angered
that he wouldn't be penalized until next season, the umpires

threatened to disrupt baseball's
postseason for the second time In
11 years.
The day began with baseball
going to federal court yet again,
trying to force umpires to work.
Replacement umpires stood by
ready to take the field, and the
matter wasn't resolved until
minutes before the scheduled
start of the Orioles' game with
Cleveland at Camden Yards. The
game was delayed 17 minutes.
After two hours of talks in a
federal judge's chambers, umpires agreed to work only
through Thursday, the day that
American League president
Gene Budig agreed to hear Alomar's appeal of a five-game suspension. Umpires agreed to work

the remainder of the postseason
only if Budig, who cant enforce a
suspension until after a hearing,
decides the matter on Thursday.
"From the way they talked, I
assume they'll work the first two
games [of each series] without
Interruption ... maybe they wont
work. I don't know," said Marty
Springstead, executive director
of umpiring for the American
League.
Drew Coble, the home plate
umpire for the Indians-Orioles
game, said the umpires simply
wanted the Alomar matter resolved this season, not next.
"We just wanted a swift and
fair hearing, and we're going to
get that," he said. "I think we'll
abide by whatever Gene Budig

divisional playoff series.
day's game, and Alomar sat out
Baseball's latest controversy Sunday.
began Friday night in Toronto,
Alomar issued a written apowhen Hlrschbeck called Alomar logy Monday and said he would
out on strikes. The two argued, donate $50,000 to charities fightand Alomar was ejected. The ing the disease that killed
player then spat In Hlrschbeck's Hlrschbeck's son.
face.
Hlrschbeck was not scheduled
The matter escalated when to work any postseason games.
Alomar later said Hlrschbeck
Bud Selig, baseball's acting
had become bitter after the death commissioner, said he was glad
of his son. Hlrschbeck's 8-year- the umpires agreed to work and
old son died three years ago from applauded Alomar's charitable
a rare brain disease and his donation.
9-year-old son also is afflicted
with the illness.
"Our umpires are the best In
After learning of Alomar's the world and should never be
comments Saturday, Hirschbeck subject to the kind of insolent
ran into the Orioles' clubhouse behavior that was accorded John
hoping to confront the player. Hirschbeck Friday night," Selig
Hirschbeck didnt work Satur- said in a written statement.

does.
"We definitely want to work it's crunch time. We've worked
all year for this. We're selected
for the playoffs."
Before the game, Alomar was
cheered by most of the sellout
crowd, although there was a
smattering of boos. He received
a similar ovation before his first
at-bat, then bounced a single up
the middle on a 1-2 pitch from
Charles Nagy.
Alomar said he wasnt distracted by the threatened boycott.
"I just went out there and
played baseball," he said. "Everybody makes mistakes In life. We
are all men here."
The Orioles' 10-4 victory gave
them a 1-0 lead in the best -of -5
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crtune

Jeopardy!

Country Music Awards (In Stereo Lrve) X

Hard Copy

Ellen X

Townies .IT Grace

Ucntcl WillifaMl

News

NBC News CopsX

Real TVS

Wings 1

Larroquelte Newsradio Men-Badly

Business

News."

Rosie O'Oonnell X

News X

Another World X

Cosby

Blossom ft Baywatch (In Stereo) X

Sews

Bill Nye

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

Northern Exposure I

Griffith

1 Love Lucy GoodT.

jSanlord

nvj ^i^lMl^AIVil

Sews

Drew Carey Primetime Live X

Late Show (In Stereo) X

News |

NightlineI|Hollywood
Law A Order Good Girl' M-A-S'H I Tonighl Show (In Slereo

Station

Barney

GED

S«ind;egD

Wishbcne

News-Lehrer

Wild Am.

Creatures

Running Male I BeVMJ Vice Presidential Debate (Live) X

Served

Msgi Man

Gargoyles

Eek!

Batman

Beetleborg Rangers

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. [Mad-You

Seinfeld X

Home Imp.

Major League Baseball Playoffs: Dviscnal Round Game 2 ■■ Teams TBA

Star Trek Voyager I

Dartrwing

Aladdin X

Gargoyles

Quack

The Mask

Dinosaurs

Paid Prog

Day & Date

Paid Prog.

Court TV

Sentinel'Payback'X

Star Trek: Voyager X

News

Wrestling

Slcysurlsr

Aladdin X

Eek'

Step-Step

Mr Cooper Simpsons

Sentinel Payback X

Star Trek: Voyager X

News

Fresh Pr.

jMarried...

lick jr.

uieam un

ur Katz

Politically

|0aily Show Kids in Hall

Sporlsctr

Major League Baseball Playoffs

Comedy

Movie:*•» "Copycar (1995) WX
Raceweek: NASCAR
NHL

Paid Prog.

Newlywid

i i

Sesame Street (R| X

Batman

Creatures

|Wishbone

Skysurfet

Beetleborg Rangers

News-Lehrer

r.\i| in:."'

Embroidery Hotels

Stobert

Diting

|Cheers X

JIU

Gourmet

■ Kye

MirMay

y:.>u

Entertain

Oprah Winlrey K

General Hospital J.

InHnjctionai Programming

| y ri\i |

ABC News

Guiding Light (In Stereo

One Lite to Live X

Sesame St. Instructional

a:.w

CBS News

As the World Turns X

TheCityl Aa My Children DC

Nutrition

\i i

'lev. s "

Young and the Restless |BolO 1 B

News I

Days of Our lives X

a i

News 5

NawsX
MM
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jMartin X

National Geographic

Home Imp.

Home Imp.

Vice Presidential Debate iLnei."

Charlie Rose |fn Stereo) |Newshour
|Charlw Rose fin Stereo!
Roseanne
Press Box
Star Trek
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| Latin Futbol Weekly
|ln-Lint Slutting: ASA Prof Racehorse Baseball
ESPN Sportscenier (R)
|Major League Baseball Playoffs: Drvioonal Round Game 1 or 2 -• Teams TBA
Movie: «•• "SteelM»C«IOMS"(1989I Saiiy Field I Movie:»» 'BUn*man(l994)-PG 13' Movie: •'; DreamalfflfeOr»am?"(l994]'PG-13'
HBO Hov* ... "!n.'S a My L)f 119921
Equestrian
Amoco
Cup
Thorghbrd
Spruce
World Team Tennis: St Louis at Delaware
Game
|PickMinter Tonite
|Thor'bred
sc
Boxing
ijournal
Mysteries Monsters
scin Gemini Man
Gallery
|Brsdbury |Battlestar Galactica
Bionic Woman
Six Million Dollar Man
Space Rangers (R)
USA Wanted

jTopCopa

Live With the People's Court, Love Connection 4 the Big Date

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
•"Variety 9how™
■ "Free Admission
The Latino Student Union will be sponsoring its
annual variety show m commemoration of Hispanic Heritage Month, on Fnday. October 4th.
from 7pm to 9pm in the Union Ballroom. The
show wl be taatunng a play, musical perform.
anoas as wall as tradi&onal and mrx'em danoes. Everyone >a welcome.
1KM FALL BIATHLON
Saturday, Oct. 5.1996
The Recreational Sports Biathlon includes a
1/2 mi. swim and a Sk run.
MaJerf emale/co-ad/pfodiction entries. Sign
up m Ihe Intramural offios @ the University
Field House by « 00pm Thurs.. Ocl. 3 For
more info call 372-2711
ATTENTION UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
OCTOBER MEETING
Wednesday. Oct. 2nd
Mlarj Alumni Center
8.40pm * E xec Board
9 15pm * AH Ambassadors
Remember Sidney Ribaau will be coming to
address us. Please dress accordingly a try to
arrive by 9 00pm.
BGSU IRISH CLUB
THE BGSU IRISH CLUB WILL BE MEETING
WED OCT 2.19fl6©9 30. RM. 100BA.ALL
ARE WELCOME' BRING FRIENDS'
Gat Involved
Dance Marathon
Committee applications available
440 Student Services
Return by October 2nd
Law Society Speaker: Dr Brent Nicholson.
Professor of Legal Studies Oct 2.9pm, Room
f17BABkfg
MODEL UN CALLOUT
THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1997 BGSU MODEL UNITED NATIONS TEAM THE DEADLINE IS FRI OCT
18 STOP BY WILLIAMS HALL RM 111 OR
http://wwwbgsu.edu/cpeet/NMUN HTM
FOR AN APPLICATION AND MORE INFOR
MATION.
RUSH PHI MU RUSH PHI MU
The sisters of Phi Mu are having Open Rush on
Wed Oct. 2 from 9-lOpm Bring you and your
friends to the PTn Mu house behind the Union
''seal 2-27SO
RUSH PHI MU RUSH PHI MU

Teal your knowledge
in the
College Bowl
•The Varsity Sport ol the MindOctober 19
Teams of 4 needed
Sign- up m the UAO office. 330 Union
Last day to sign up is Oct. 11
Any questions cad the info line @ 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

THE CENTER FOR WELINESS 1 PREVENTrON
presents:
Healthy Food Chick-Up
Have questions about healthy rood choices?
Want to know more about a balanced diet?
Talk to dietetic students about any
concerns on Tues. 1.30-2:30
or Thurs 10-11 00. Call 372WELL1935S)
VOLUNTEERS NEEDEDI
1996 Recreational Sports Biathlon
Saturday. October 5.1996
Sign up in the Student Rec Center
Main Office by Thurs. Oct. 3
AH volunteers receive a
Free Biathlon T-shirt
for more info call 372-2711

LOST & FOUND
LOST- Grey Jewelry Case
on BG campus.
Large reward - 372-6316

Wanted

Newman'a Marathon
1966-1996
'Your Full Service Station'
Off street parking still available, l to Cnm Si.
Pnce reduced. Call 3540110
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy cenier.
SKYDIVE NOW - End ol season special
through October. First jump course $100 00.
VISA/MC accepted Only 10 minutes from
BGSU For more into call SKYDIVE BG.
352-5200

PERSONALS

M Ki. ki. KX KX

|Wings X

ATTENTION UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
OCTOBER MEETING
Wednesday. October 2nd
Mile ft Alumni Center
8:40pm -Exec Board
9:15pm- All Ambassadors
Remember: Sidney Ribeau will be coming to
address us. Please dress accordingly it try to
arrive by 9:00pm.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS'!
Applications for Order ol Omega are available
in 440 Student Services. Deadline is Oct 4th.
Questions call Meghan at 372-4458.

Daily snow (Absolutely

unman

up Close D m f Arm

Golf. USGA Mkf-Amaleur Champ Senis

Diaries

FirstLook ^Movie: *** BadBoys' 11995) Man.n Lawrence 'R Arliss X

Women's College Volleyball Michigan State al Nortnwesiem (Lr»e)
Twilight Zone X

Renegade "Rio Reno" 1 Highlander: The Series

Matt O'Connor
Rocky Gardner
Chris Rickly
Eric Palinski

Ben French
Nick Swanson
Chad Hanzlicek
Matt Virost

More and Les Levine

V"War ol Illusions IT

Time Trax X

Murder. She Wrote I

Movie: "Reasons 0/ the Heart (1996) Terry Farre"

FREE CRAZY BREAD
at Little Caesars
with purchase of 1 large pizza
at regular price
Call today - 3546500
We have FREE delivery
Limit of one order

GET A CHECK-UP FOR FREE!!!!
The Center lor Wetlness and Prevention
has dietary analysis and counseling
available to any interested students.
Tues. l:30-2:30andThurs. 10-11:00
Call 372-9355 for an appt.
HEALTHY FOOD CHECK-UPtl

Get Involved
Dance Marathon

Fri the 13th Series

■1 Awesome Trips! Hundreds of Student!
Are Earning Free Spring Break Trips A
Money! Sell 8 Trips A Go Free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun A Jamaica S399, Pan■ mi
Clly/Daytona
$119!
www.aprlngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For info, call 30i-306-1207
EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pi time
positions. Transportation required. Competitive
wages. 419 833-4567 or 419-833-2345, leave
message
FREE T-SHIRT* $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities, and groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping
15.00/VISA application. Call i -800 932 0528
•xt. 65. Qualified callers receive FREE
T-SHIRT.

Committee applications available
440 Student Services
Return by October 2nd

FREE TRIPS A CASH! Sell SKI A SPRING
BREAK beach trips. Honest places A coolest
spaces Call immediately Student Express, Inc.
1-800SURFS-UP

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PUBLICITY OfFFICERS - Mark you/ calendars for this year's Publicity Workshop on
Wednesday, October 9. 1996 at 7:00pm in the
Alumni Room of the Union Get GREAT information on advertising events on campus from
the Associate Director of Public Relations. For
more information call the Student Life Office at
372-2843

KD'Sigma Chi'KD
The Kappa Delta Derby Days team would like
to thank our awesome coaches. Ed Waltz, Andrew Benz, and Jason Blar lor a great weekend! You have to see the video Thanks again,
you guys I
Love, your team
Mindy. Amy. Laune A Alicia
KD'SigmaChi'KD

FT/PT flexible schedule. Easy work, no experience. Earn $300 $600 wkly at home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 675-2022 en
056TH4Q

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!'! Grants A
scholar*hips available from sponsors1!1 No
prepayments, ever!!! $$$Cash for collegeS$$ For Info: 1-800-243-2435.
CAMPUS ADOPT-ABLOCK
FORMS ARE DUE TODAY
m the Student Activites Office.
33C University Union
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FEATURING DAILY SPECIALS
Smorgasboard Daily S3.99 llam-4pm.
4pm-i0pm:$5 25.
"Mon . Spaghetti w/ meatballs S3 99
"Tues.: Ravioli $3.99
•Wed Spaghetti $3 99
'Thurs: Lasagna $3 99
AD pasta speoals included salad and 2 pieces
of garlic bread 'Pick up or dme in only

352-9638
440 E. COURT ST.
Colorado Ski Week
Steamboat
Jan. 4-10.1997
Organizational Meeting
Oct 3. 1996
Thursday, 8 p.m.
Faculty Lounge. Union
For information call
Continuing Education 372-018.

Lets Party Bam Sale'
Very tg. collection of beer lights A mirrors. Take
Rt. 25 South to St. Rt. 281. turn left on 281 to
St. Rt 199 TurnRt loW. Millgrove OH. Mobile
home m woods behind old gas station m town
25 mini. Irom BG Oct 3,4.5.9.10. A 11 9am
until dark. Ram or shine.
Most Wanted
Terrific Country'Rock Band
Fri A Sat 10pm-close
Only at Checker's
PHI U 'PHI U
THERE WILL BE A GENERAL MEETING
WED. OCT. 2 IN THE FCS OALLERIA
COME AND ENJOY THE FUN

The Men of BG Calendar*
Sold Wed. - Fn. 11-4 outside AON house
Prolits go to Arthritis Research A AOII Centennial $5 each. Bursarable.
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS ATTENTION
OCTOBER MEETING
Wednesday. October 2nd
Mi let) Alumni Center
6:40pm-Exec Board
9 15pm -All Ambassadors
Remember: Sidney Ribeau will be coming to
address us. Please dress accordingly A try to
arrive by 9 00pm.

Congratulations
CANDY BONNETT
on making the top 15
for Homecoming Queen i

GAMMA PHI BETA
Cook needed for group housing to start immediately. Contract through May 1997. Flexible
hours. Vacations coincide w/ BGSU calender.
Salary ranges from $230-250 per week based
on prior experience Please call Knsten at
3723509
Great Sales A Marketing Opportunity:
Full or Part time. Have dnve lo succeed
A desire to tea/n? Must be able to
make cold sales calls by phone A m
person. Salary by commission.
Call LCE at 352-5654 or Coop Office
(or more information. Deadline Oct. 4

Interviewing experienced barmaids only. Appfy
between 2-4pm . Monday. Oct 7. College
S:a:.or. :616 F Wooster
Market Research Interviewers. Flexible schedule-ideal job for college students. $5 25 per
hour. Call 352-8115 ext 209. Or apply at 13330
Bishop Rd
RECREATION OPTIONS ASSISTANTS
Assist in a year round recreational program for
school age and adult multihandicapped individuals. Flexible hours include evenings and
weekends. College experience preferred
Competitive pay. Send letter of interest to:
Cheryl Tresnan. Fulton County Board of DO.
1210 N. Otiokee St., Wauseon, OH 43567.
SPRING BREAK!
Earn cash! Highest Commissions
Lowest Prices! Travel Free only 13 sales
Free Info! Call 1-800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

HELP WANTED

Test your knowledge
in the
College Bowl
■The Varsity Sport ol the M.nd"
October 19
Teams ol 4 needed
Sgn-up now in the UAO oflice, 330 Union
Last day to sign-up is Oct. 11
Any questions call the m(o line tg> 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

Need extra money? Need help Sat. Oct. 5 only.
$6 00 per hour. Call 1-800-927-1645 from 7 to
4 30. call 686 5793 after that.
Office cleaning evenings 10-1S hrs/week
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5822
Pan-time or Full-time help needed
$i 25 Bonus for night A weekend hours.
Apply m person at Marathon Station on
From Street m Grand Rap*ds.

THE KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
OUR NEW ACTIVE BROTHERS

lur. uu

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS"

'ALPHA GAM ' SIG EP ' ALPHA GAM '
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA WANTS TO THANK
THE ME N OF SIGMA PHI E PSILON FOR THE
KISSING CARNATIONS!
• ALPHA GAM • SIG EP • ALPHA GAM •

DO GAMMA AIMEE MUMMA DG
Top 15 Homecoming Court
No one deserves it more'
DELTA GAMMAS are so excited lor youl
Way lo go AIMEE"!

Wings X

ARE YOU TRYING TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVEMT? If your organization holds any
type ol event on campus, you should attend the
Programming Workshop on Wednesday, October 16 at 7.00pm m the Alumni Room ol the
Union Student Activities staff will be on hand
to clarify space scheduling procedures, give
you tips on planning programs etc. For more information contact the Studeni Life Office at
372-2843

SERVICES OFFERED
NAILS NAILS NAILS NAILS NAILS
Acrylic- lull sets S fills
Manicures s Pedicures
Call Gmaal 354-0612

|Top Cops

Politically
Sponsor

RilYTtlM fe &E.DJ/6

THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS
NOW!!
TA.S.P. International is curnently looking lor
hard working, motivated students to hi management positions for the summer of 1997
Positions are filled on a first come, first qualified basis in the following areas: all suburbs of
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus, Dayton
Youngstown, Cincinnati, and Toledo. If you are
looking to build your resume, gain valuable expenence. and find out more about our man
agemem program please cam-800 543-3792
Waitress pt time, varied hours Apply between
2-4 Mon.-Fn at The Elks Club. 200 Campbell
HillRd.BG.

Twilight Zone X

V(R)X

Silk Stalkings (In Slereo) Big Date

WANTED IMMEDIATELY"
ScoreKeeper for home volleyball games. II i
terested. please call 372-7094

FOR SALE
'85 Escort, 4dr. excellent cond. Low Mies.
$750 or best offer 352-1952.
1985 Ford Tempo. Good cond.. new tires, have
all maintenance records. 1 family owned CaH
372-6421, ask for Sara.
1988 Chevy Corsica, V6. auto. air. 4-dr.. good
cond . runs well $2500. Ca»4i9 867-1672
1989 Mazda 323. Mint cond.. 2 dr. hatchbk .
air, Alpine siero, standard, low miles, very >e
hable $3750 0110 Ca1 Slaver 372-6940.
1992 Ford Taurus L • excellent condition.
$4995 1(419)423-8481.
Find lay. After 3 pm.
1994 S 10 pickup. 4.3 liter, V6 automatic, air.
tape deck, fully loaded. Call Wendy at
352-1577. leave message.
8earcrafters Roof Rack for sale. Skiing and
windsurfing attachments, rack is lockable
$110 00 Call 352 9299
Brother word processor with 13" monitor A
memory. Barely used. $22000. OBO. Work
desk with 2 drawers A shelf $50. OBO.
823-8201
Brother WP-3550 word processor. Monitor A
table included. $175. Call or leave message at
353-6275 or email @dfought@bgnet. Ask for
Dave
For Sale-Iguana $75. Super Nintendo with one
controller $50 Catl 354-5053
FOR SALE. Iguana w cage, lights, other
misc. accessories $i50o.bo
Call (419)669-2582
FREE DOG- Chow/Shepard (Spot)
All shots A pills lor 1 yrs. • 65 lbs.
Needs loving home -1 1/2 yrs.
■ Call 354-6627 (Leave Message)
Motorcycle for sale • '79 Honda CB 650. asking
$400 or best offer RUNS GREAT Call
3546627 (leave message).
Trek 300 road bike Blue, very good condition,
$75Call Natalie @3S2-2292
Trinity United Methodist Church
Rummage Sale
Thurs Oct. 3 5-8pm
Fri. Oct 4 9am-2pm
Sat Oct 59am-4pm
Mon Oct 7 9am-2pm

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bdrm. apartments
Available Now.
Newiove Rentals' 352-5620
1 Female subleaser needed. Spring 1997 3
bedroom house, dose to campus, own room.
$175 a month A electric/gas. Ask (or Tiffany
354-3106
2and3bdrm housesforrent
Call Preferred Properties at
352-9378

2_bdrm house A olso i bdrm apt 354 BBOO
Large 2 bdrm. apis for rent
Call Preferred Properties al
352-9378
Roommate needed immediately for 2 bedroom
apt Close to campus. Own room $225 a mo
pay electric only 352-9409
Roommate needed Immediately
$260 a month

352 0579
• 1COO£G£

IN THE USX
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OUR 1996 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Brad Turski
Bryan Wright
David Daube
Mike Mckenzie
Mike Hardy
Kevin Simmons

Mike Fritz
Matt Eberwein
Zachary Carter
Mike French
Mike Broemsen
Ronn Gehring

A.E.K.A.B
Not for an hour, a day, or a
college term only,...But (or life!

M M Ki. KX Kl Ki. Ki. KI Ki. KI Ki. Ki. Ki. KI

LUNCH SPECIALS
MON
TUCS

UjC0

gyro

$2.50

TacoSalad $3.00

THUftS *£>*
$3-75
Cup ofCoffu

Ml 8'"Hot Sub & $3.25
Coffuorlta

12'CfuckpnoT $2.75 SIIT»
Tuna SaiadSub
SUM

181 1/2 S. Main

Bowling Green

WORLD CLASS SKIINQ
THE ULTIMATE NIGHT LIFE

TKPS.Coffum
Tea with 12'Sub
38«V9IOKA

754-8447

1

